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	Excel Pivot Tables Recipe Book: A Problem-Solution Approach, 9781590596296 (1590596293), Apress, 2006
Excel’s pivot tables are a powerful tool for analyzing data. With only a few minutes of
work, a new user can create an attractively formatted table that summarizes thousands
of rows of data. This book assumes that you know the basics of Excel and pivot tables,
and provides troubleshooting tips and techniques, as well as programming examples.

This book is for anyone who uses pivot tables, and who reads the manual only when all
else fails. It’s designed to help you understand the advanced features and options that are
available, as you need them. Experiment with pivot tables, and if you get stuck, search for
the problem in this book. With luck, you’ll find a solution, a workaround, or, occasionally,
confirmation that pivot tables can’t do what you want them to do.
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Bion in New York and Sao Paulo: And Three Tavistock SeminarsThe Harris Meltzer Trust, 2018

	These two talks given in 1977 and 1978 in New York and Sao Paulo respectively are an edited version of discussions and spontaneous contributions made by Bion, in the main without notes. This is a new 2019 edition, edited and introduced by Meg Harris Williams.


	Wilfred Ruprecht Bion (1897–1979) was born in India in the days...


		

Cat Owner's Home Veterinary Handbook, Fully Revised and UpdatedHowell Book House, 2007

	The classic bestseller--expanded and updated


	For years, many veterinary treatments for cats were based on research conducted with dogs because it was wrongly assumed that cats were very similar. Recently, there have been giant strides in feline veterinary research. This classic reference is fully updated and revised to...


		

The DFT: An Owners' Manual for the Discrete Fourier TransformSIAM, 1987
Just as a prism separates white light into its component bands of colored light, so the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is used to separate a signal into its constituent frequencies. Just as a pair of sunglasses reduces the glare of white light, permitting only the softer green light to pass, so the DFT may be used to modify a signal to achieve a...




	

The Routledge Handbook of Arabic TranslationRoutledge, 2019

	
		Translation-related activities from and into Arabic have significantly increased in the last few years, in both scope and scale. The launch of a number of national translation projects, policies and awards in a number of Arab countries, together with the increasing translation from Arabic in a wide range of subject areas outside the...



		

Simple Adaptive Strategies: From Regret-Matching to Uncoupled Dynamics (World Scientific Series in Economic Theory)World Scientific Publishing, 2013

	This volume collects almost two decades of joint work of Sergiu Hart and Andreu Mas-Colell on game dynamics and equilibria. The starting point was the introduction of the adaptive strategy called regret-matching, which on the one hand is simple and natural, and on the other is shown to lead to correlated equilibria. This initial finding...


		

Modernity and TechnologyMIT Press, 2003
Review
   "An interesting and well-integrated collection..." -- Peter Beech, First Monday     

       Reconstruction (2004 4#2) 
   Modernity and Technology succeeds in opening up a much needed dialog, and in inspiring curiosity for scholars on both sides.     
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